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TELEPHONE SHOW & SALE
OCTOBER 5, 2002
Fairgrounds • Orillia, Ontario
ROOMS:
TRA VELODGE
$79.00
(705) 325-2233 • (800) 578-7878
ADMISSION
FEE $2.00
1st TABLE $20 • ADDITIONAL
$10 EA.

For Info Contact: Doug McCron
(705)323-9448• e-mail: mccron@sympatico.ca
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Thanks to Norm, Lee & Families
The 'families' is in the headline because it was not just Norm
and Lee alone who put on another great Atlanta show. Their
wives, children, and in-laws pitched-in to make everything like
clockwork.
The space was great; the food was fantastic; the collectors were
super; and the Atlantic traffic was bearable.

Northeast Regional Tel. Show
Fri., Nov. 22 & Sat., Nov. 23, 2002
6-11 PM Friday • 8 AM - 2 PM Sunday
Radisson Hotel - Enfield, Connecticut
1 Bright Meadow Blvd .• (860)741·2211
Mention the Antique Tel. Show For $79 Rate!
General Admission $5 (No Table)
1 Table $20 (includes admission)
Additional Tables $10 each
For Info Call Bill Provencher (802) 476-7189

ATLANTA AWARDS
MOST UNUSUAL DISPLA Y
Alan Colburn Signs
BEST CANDLESTICK
Steve Cole 1900 Erie Western Electric
BEST EDUCATIONAL DISPLAY
Bill Compton Princess Sets
BEST WALL PHONES
Vince Wilson Bennett String Phone
MOST UNUSUAL TELEPHONE ITEM
John Huckeby Higgins 1894 Handset

JUDGES CHOICE RIBBONS
Jim Aita
Mike Spangler
Walter Smith

Display
Collection
Mickey Mouse Phone

FOR SALE:

Red Cross glass mouthpiece by John Infurna.
ONLY $150.00 • Contact John quickly.

MAIL ADS TO: ATCA, P.O. Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362
E-MAIL ADSTO:editor@atcaonline.com
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MEMBER UPDATE 11----------NEW MEMBERS
JASON BURWELL, No. 3996
10618 Kingfisher Dr.
Charlotte, NC 28226
Tel: (704) 542-3037
MICHAEL ELLER, No. 3997
303 E. Gurley St., #243
Prescott, AZ 86301-3804
Tel: (928) 771-2072
RICHARD SINGLE, No. 3998
P.O. Box 899
Armidale, NSW, Australia 2350
Tel: 02 67727540
ROBBY DELIUS, No. 3999
3801 Hamlin Road
Durham, NC 27704
Tel: (919) 479·0917
CARL HOOPER, No. 4000
P.O. Box 963
Sylva, NC 28779
Tel: (828) 586-2585
PAUL W. ANGEHR, No. 4001
3495 Rolling Creek Dr.
Buford, GA 30579
Tel: (678) 714-9148
ROY AUTRY, No. 4002
264 Spalding Gates Dr.
Atlanta, GA
Tel: (770) 673-0157
GEORGE DEEMING, No. 4003
5050 Priest Road, NW
Acwoth, GA 30101
Tel: (770) 974·5723
DAVE LAMIE, No. 4004
590 Lakeview Terrace SE
Mableton, GA 30126
Tel: (770) 948·1909
PETER ADAMSHICK, No. 4005
5 Blazure Dr.
Bernardsville, NJ 07924
Tel: (908) 630-0632
TONY MORISCO, No. 4006
260 Graysville Road SE
Copper Hill, VA 24079
Tel: (540) 651·8283

Remembering Michael Richman
I want to take the space of my usual column to devote to the memory of my
good friend Michael Richman, fellow collectorand telephone enthusiast. Michael
and I became fast friends when I flew to his town a few years ago for a medical
meeting. I had spoken to Michael over a period of months about some parts he
needed and mentioned one day that I was going to be in his town of Los Angeles
for a meeting in a few weeks. I was staying at UCLA where the meeting was be·
ing held. Michael insisted that he give me a tour of Hollywood, which I had never
visited before. He picked me up (and had to drive across town to do so in LA rush
hour traffic) in a new red Ford Thunderbird. I knew he worked in the movie industry and ran the studio shop at Warner Brothers, so I was expecting someone
a bit more formal. Who I met turned out to be a great, warm, funny bear of a
man who had the passion for old telephones that only a fellow collector can appreciate. His humor was vicious but at the same time self-deprecating. He spoke
of his own collection like it was just a minor few items, which of course was far
from the truth. Michael had a love of telephones going back well into his teen years,
when he worked as a switchboard operator at the Beverly Hilton on an old fashioned Western Electric switchboard with cables and a rotary dial. There he dealt with
the foibles of the stars of Hollywood who would stay at this legendary hotel. This
exposure began a lifelong involvement with the telephone.
Michael got tremendous joy out of the design of the telephones, and viewed them
as little works of art. He was an incredibly decent and honest man who seemed
to like everyone and vice versa. I know that he only disliked those who were
dishonest and less than honorable in business dealings. He collected just Western
Electric and every piece he had was a gem. He had a working switchboard hooked
up in his apartment. One thing about Michael was that every last bit of every
telephone had to be original. He couldn't stand to have a new felt bottom on a
candlestick. Even the screws and hidden parts had to be 100% original. I'd ask
him why? No one looks at the bottom of the set! He would reply, "I only want
to have one of this model ... but it has to be perfect!' Michael reminded me of
that cartoon in the New Yorker of the man praying at his bedside who said, "Lord,
I ask for very little, but it must be of high quality ..."
Michael and I spoke often and at odd hours. He seemed to never sleep, and would
call me at work when I had just arrived even though it was 3 hours earlier in LA.
I am proud to have helped him in his quest for perfect sets and parts. Even though
he had a shorter time on earth than many, his time was happy and passionate.
Michael died suddenly on August 16, 2002, at the age of 47. He was not previously ill, so his death was a shock to all who knew him. He was survived by his mother,
sister and brother. I will miss him, too.
Jonathan D. Finder, #2279

ADDRESS CHANGES
GRAHAM SMITH, No. 104
2013 Midlothian Dr.
Altadena, CA 91001
Tel: (626) 798·5345
BILL WRIGHT, No. 2759
4085 Glenmary Trace
Fairfield, OH 45014
Tel: (513) 881-7434
RICHARD ROSE
2636 Suzanne Circle
White Bear Township, MN 55110
NORM HOLZHAUER
6274 Manteo Drive
Dublin, OH 43016·8481
Tel: (614) 733-0969

From The Office.
Sounds like another great Fall Show in
Atlanta. A special thanks to the Mulveys and
the Thompsons for hosting the show!
I would like to let everyone know that I am
getting married on October 5 and taking a
delayed honeymoon in November. This will not
change anything in the office, except for the
week I am taking off. Just an FYI for everyone.

TELEPHONE SIGN REVIEW
by Alan Colburn
Here we have a sign from the Inter
Mountain Telephone Co. located in the
Smokey Mountain region of western
North Carolina.
This is an interesting sign with a golden
bell surrounded by a gold circle and the
words Inter Mountain Telephone company over the bell.
It is 11 inches square, double-sided,
with a flange. I t is not a particularly old
sign and comes in at least 2 different
sizes. Some of its customers often referred to it as the "intermittent" Telephone
Company because of its sometimes poor
service.
Be on the lookout for these small
telephone company signs. They can be
real good additions for your collection.
Good Collecting!

Alan Colburn, 4363 Violet Circle,
Lake Worth, FL 33461, (561) 642-7775
scabullet@aol.com

Sincerely, Cindy Krizek, Office Mgr.
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AT MY DOOR

by Ron Christianson
I knew that there had been a large fire buring out of control in the
'Kalmiopsis Wilderness Area', A very remote, large and beautiful area
that is locatred about seven miles to the west of us. The Kalmiopsis is
well known as the only winderness area left in the lower 48 that is so rugged
and isolated that you can backpack in it for weeks without ever seeing
another person. Over the past 30 years, I have ventured into the area quite
often. I've found complete mining camps that were over 100 years old.
I can remember entering an old miner's cabin and eating our lunch sitting at the original table and using utensils that we found in the drawers.
I was saddened to hear that a major portion was burning and that the
fire fighters couldn't get close enough to the flames because of the steep
and dangerous terrain. I have seen fires there before. They were usually
brought under control quickly due to the fact that there used to be a Smoke
Jumpers Base located in the Illinois River Valley where we live and where
the town of Cave Junction is located.
As days went by, we noticed more and more smoke filling the sky depending on which direction the wind was blowing. After about two weeks
of increasing smoke in the air and a large, growing red glow in the sky
at night, the local television and radio stations started talking more about
the fire and how fast it was traveling in all directions. Soon they were
talking about the possibility of the fire reaching the Illinois Valley and
the surrounding area. The messages were few and far between at first
but eventually were repeated about every half hour.
By now, at night, I could see the whole sky glowing red from horizon
to horizon to the west of us. Soon, it got to the point that the smoke was
so thick that people were having difficulty breathing. It was so bad that
you could only see 100 feet.
Everyone was getting pretty nervous by then. I started to think about
the possibility of our having to evacuate if the fire got any closer. The
problem is, not only do we live in the middle of a very thick forest but
also we are at the end of a long gravel road. The chances of a fire storm
were very real and most likely, we would have no help from the local fire
department because of our remoteness. I inunediately started writing down
an evacuation plan. What to take first. What to load in our trailers. What
to leave. Where do we take the stuff, etc.?
As I was working on the plan, the local museum in Kerby, where I have
a fairly large telephone exhibit on display, called me. It was the curator.
he was in a panic and told me that the Forest Service and National Guard
just told him that he has thirty minutes to evacuate the museum. I live
five miles from the museum. My wife, Olga and I raced there and started
dissembling the display. I realized after a couple of minutes that this was
taking too long so we ended up literally throwing telephones in boxes and
running them out to our Isuzu Trooper. Time was running out. I realized
that I could never get them all out in time so I started choosing what
to take and what would remain. This was very hard for me. I have been
collecting 30 years and every telephone was equally important to me.
Should I save the most valuable ones? Or, the ones with the best stories
as to how they were found? I decided to go for the valuable ones first.
While all this was going on, I was thinking about how close my home
is to the museum and that we might be getting an evacuation notice there
as well.
Let me explain here. Where we live, besides our home, we have a shop
and a warehouse with several thousand antique telephones within. These
telephones represent most of my life. Also, nothing is insured because
we live in such a remote area and there is no foundation under our home.
The insurance companies simply laughed when I tried to insure the place.
Also, our home itself has quite a few valuable antiques that we have collected over the years. Just about everything we own is irreplaceable due
to its uniqueness.
It didn't take long for us to completely fill the Trooper to the brim with
telephones. I only had about y., of what was there on display. Plus one
of my switchboard collections was there. The switchboards were way too
big to even think about rescuing. So, with a sad heart, we left the museum.
It was dusk and the smoke was very thick and we could see flames as
huge trees were 'exploding' one after another. The area looked like a war
zone with hundreds of support fire vehicles racing in all directions. There
were helicopters flying low with water buckets. There were National Guard
'Humvies' everywhere. The local Sheriffs and National Guard were running from home to home telling people to get out. The place was in pandemonium. We drove through all the fire traffic and raced back to our home.
By then, my two older sons, who had already heard about the fire in
the news, had left their jobs in Eugene and had arrived to help us evacuate
the furniture from our home. Everything went smoothly as we loaded
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everything that was of importance into one of the three utility trailers
that were parked in front of the house.
As they were puIling out with our stuff in tow, I switched my thoughts
to my telephone shop and warehouse. By then, the 3D-minute evacuation
warning had been revised to the entire Illinois River Valley, which included
our property. My oldest son, Jonathan, and I raced into my workshop
and started throwing customer owned telephones into the truck and trailer
first. Next I had to decide which of my telephones to save and which ones
to leave behind. I started to literally pry wood wall sets off the walls
without unscrewing them. I threw them in a pile on the porch of the shop
as my son grabbed them and threw them in the trailer. It was like a bizarre
high-speed antique telephone production line ... off the wall, to the porch,
run to the trailer, throw it in, back and do it again. The temperature was
105 degrees.
While all of this was going on, I couldn't stop thinking about my
warehouse located in the back of our property with well over 1000
telephones, switchboards and hundreds of pounds of very early parts stored
within.
After we loaded most of the most valuable stuff from the workshop,
I told jonathan to stop. We had to get back to the warehouse and see
what we could save. To ge there, we had to walk through the woods for
about 200 yards.
As we entered the storage room and I looked around, I realized that
most of my life was spent hunting for and findng these antique telephones.
This was the monument to my life. There was too much to even consider
saving. Jonathan was standing next to me. He grew up on this land and
was so used to seeing all these telephones and parts that he never gave
them much thought other than the fact that they were there. We both
just stood there for a few moments shaking our heads. I looked at Jonathan
and said, "let's get out of here." He said, "are you sure? We can get some
of them ..." I felt like sitting down and crying. There just wasn't enough
time. I turned my back to the storeroom and noticed a 202 sitting on the
floor next to the door. I snatched it up, closed and locked the door and
we left.
By now the smoke was so thick that were were coughing and choking.
Our eyes were watering. Off in the distance we could hear sirens wailing
and chopper blades pouding the air.
Besides a small collection of trailers and vehicles, we have an old Forest
Service bus that I converted to a motorhome about 15 years ago. It is
fully self-contained, complete with a 4KW generator, air conditioning,
microwave, TV, VCR, hot & cold water, shower, etc. As the Christianson
family departed their home, it must have been a real "Grapes of Wrath"
looking scene. I was driving the bus and pulling a small travel trailer
behind for my 90-year-old mom (also evacuating from Cave Junction) to
stay in. Behind me were my three sons all driving vehicles pulling trailers
full of furniture and telephones.
We were headed for Grants Pass, which is about 35 miles away in the
other direction from the fire. I parked the 30 foot trailer housing my largest
exhibit "Evolution of Telecommunications" in a friend's driveway. We
ended up renting a storage facility in Grants Pass for all the stuff and
parking the bus in a nice campground on the Rogue River.
It was like the perfect vacation except for the fact that we didn't know
if we sitll had a house. Eventually, all the campsites were taken up by
Cave Junction evacuees. The local radio and TV stations gave 15-minute
reports on the advancing fires. Everything sounded bleak for the first few
days. The fire kept jumping the lines and more and more firefighters were
arriving from all over the country. They said it was unstoppable.
This is the largest fire in Oregon history and one fourth of all fire fighters
in the United States were here trying to fight it. All they could do was
"steer" the fire away from structures.
Every day we would listen to the radio and TV to hear the latest fire
reports. The sky was perpetually smoke gray even in Grants Pass 50 miles
away. The Red Cross drove through the campground every day providing
food and water to anyone who wanted it. We stayed in that campground
two weeks.
Finally, the wind changed. The fire started moving in the opposite direction. Everyone in the campground breathed a sigh of relief when they heard
the news.
Our home never looked so good as we drove up our driveway ready to
move back in. We are now in the process of bringing everything back home.
As of this writing (August 20,2002) the fire is still burning and heading
for the coastal towns of southern Oregon. It is nearly half a million acres
in size.
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Gridley Telephone Museum Opens
The Gridley Telephone Museum, in Gridley,
IL, contains an amazing display of memorabilia
that reflects the evolution of communication
services in rural Illinois. Construction began
in 2000 and was completed in 2001. All of
the telephones, records, equipment, and other
'::W~..iartifacts were moved into the new building.
Many hours of arranging, assembling and
careful placement of all of these things has
now been completed and the Gridley Telephone Museum is a reality! It officially opened on
July 15, 2002. It is housed in a beautiful building, which was designed by Gary Hocker, a
local architect. Mr. Hocker also designed many of the displays and the cases housing the
historical items and articles.
The building contains the historic telephone collection of
Rogers Kaufman. This collection includes working models of many of the nation's early
phones, a fully-functioning "hands on" switchboard, and a rich array of artifacts that will
appeal to tourists of all ages. It is located on Center Street, adjacent to the Gridley Public
Library, in downtown Gridley.

~

---I

There has been a little known treasure hiding in Gridley, Illinois. For the past 30 years
or so Rogers Kaufman, retired president of Gridley Telephone Company, has been carefully
going through old items, artifacts and documents saved by Charles Hoobler,the previous
owner. The resulting collection was set up as a small museum in the basement of the
telephone company. On several occasions, during open house and customer appreciation
occasions, the public was invited to view this museum. After he retired, he dreamed of
expanding the museum to a larger site. Brent Kirkton, Mayor of
Gridley, urged him to build in an accessible location. He felt ~ ..•.••.•
~
that it would be more beneficial for Gridley's downtown area.
Several concerned citizens got together to study the
feasibility of building a museum downtown. The vacant lot next
to the-Gridley Library was available and seemed like a logical
place for such a structure. The next step was to form a Museum
Foundation of Gridley with a Board of Directors, some of whom
had been in the study group. Three members of the Gridley
Library Board, the Gridley Mayor, the manager of the local bank,
the retired superintendent of schools, the current president of the Gridley Telephone
Company, another member of the Kaufman family, and
Mr. Kaufman comprised the Board of Directors for the
Foundation. They applied for grants to help with the
building of the new museum. They were successful
in obtaining grants from the Independent Telephone
Historical Foundation and the Illinois Department of
Commerce and Community Affairs - Tourism Attraction
Development Grant Program, and commitments from
various local sources, along with local professional and
architectural help. Thus, the Gridley Telephone Museum
was born.
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Gridley Telephone Museum Information
Location:
318 N. Center St. - Gridley, IL 61744
Hours: 1 p.m. - 4 p.m. Monday thru Friday
9 a.m. - 1 p.m. on Saturday
Telephone - (309) 747 3177
Tour Information - (309) 747 4118

Carol Flesher, daughter of former owner, Charles
Hoobler, and long-time operator and employee at
Gridley Telephone, demonstrates switchboard.

Office is shown with cashier's window
reconstructed as it was in the 1940's.

Therri Robbins, of Bradenton, Florida displaying a copy of Gridley Telephone Book
from 1906.

Rogers Kaufinan demonstrates early dial system in use in Gridley in
1900 to former Gridley residents, Steve and Jane Slagell, when they
visited the Museum recently.
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A news reporter from WEEK Television
in Peoria interviews Mr. Kaufinan for a
spot on the 6 o'clock news.
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THE REIS TRANSMITTER 1862-1872
by A. Edward Evenson,

author of The Telephone Patent Conspiracy of 1876

The Reis Transmitter (developed before A.G. Bell invented the telephone)
The instrument shown above was developed by Philipp Reis
in the early 1860s and was used as the transmitter, the companion piece for his telephone receiver. He was then an instructor
in physics (or natural philosophy, as it was then called) in
Friedrichsdorf, Germany.
This enigmatic instrument was condemned by the courts as
a non-telephone, incapable of transmitting speech, because it was
based on a "false theory." Yet, at the same time, it was
acknowledged by many engineers and scientists as the first
device to carry the human voice. So what is the story behind
this unusual telephone.
The instrument went through several design phases, the model
shown being the last version. However, the principle of operation was essentially the same in all cases. In this verion, a
platinum contact was glued to the center of a parchment
diaphragm. Directly above this contact, resting by gravity, was
a second platinum contact. In operation, the contacts where connected to a battery and Reis' receiver, forming a simple series
circuit. Words spoken into the mouthpiece caused the diaphragm
to flex up and down in step with the vocal sounds and vary the
pressure (and thus the resistance) on the closed contacts, consequently modulating the current to the receiver. Or did those
same sounds cause the contacts to actually separate, i.e., open
and close? This was the crux of the argument, and this is where
the court's deadly "false theory" comes in.
During the late 1870s it was widely held that articulate speech
could not be transmitted by abrupt, make and break currents;

that such speech could be reproduced only by smooth, continuously varying currents. In Reis' written account of how his
telephone worked, he described it as a "make and break" system,
with the contacts opening and closing. He explained it that way
because it was the only mode that made sense to him, based on
the electrical knowledge of his day. Unfortunately, he was wrong.
Although his transmitter could and often did operate in that
manner, it could also operate in the so-called loose contact
variable pressure mode (now known as the microphone mode)
and transmit true, articulate speech. The only problem was that
Reis never learned of this, having died in 1874, shortly before
the microphone principle was discovered. But Reis' make and
break description was fatal to his claim that he could transmit
the human voice. In the peculiar logic of the courts, it couldn't
transmit articulate speech, despite testimony to the contrary,
because it was based on a false theory (i.e.,Reis' own description).
There is no question that a Reis transmitter was a tricky and
temperamental instrument, and that some were much better
than others. The main problems were the parchment diaphragm
(see Centennial Transmitter) and the metallic or platinum contacts. Metallic contacts, although capable of operating in
microphone mode, cannot compete with carbon in that application. When made with carbon contact, the Reis transmitter is
essentially the same in function and principle as any of the other
carbon transmitters that dominated the telephone industry for
over a century.

ATCA FALL SHOW 2003
AUGUST 8 & 9 • INDIANAPOLIS,
SEPTEMBER 2002
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By
Gary D. Goff, #1425
This month we are featuring a device known as THE ELECTRICAL HELP-A-PHONE.
To me, this is an odd name for a
device that has come to be called the "mother-in-law"
recei ver in telephone collector parlance.
Given the age of the early Western Electric candlestick and the outside terminal receiver pictured on the front
of the instruction pamphlet provided with the attachment, I
would suggest that it was manufactured
between 1900 and
1910.
I purchased this item many years ago and I would
consider that it was new-in-the-box.
The box shows a little
wear and aging, but it has not been repaired. The instruction
pamphlet is the original printed on glossy paper.
Believe it or not, the "watchcase" type receiver was
made by Solid, and the cord is NOS and original.
The receiver hangs below the mouthpiece on a stiff wire hook that
has a circular end that slips over the threaded end of the
mouthpiece before the latter is attached to the faceplate.
As
is obvious from the picture, the end of the cord opposite the
receiver is attached to the posts of the pony receiver.
According to the written instructions,
this device is
just what its name implies. "It is intended to help-a-phone in
the way of making more distinct and natural the conversation received over a telephone.
When placed to the ear, with
the ordinary telephone receiver at the other ear, it not only
renders the sound more distinct, on account of bringing into
use the. hearing faculties of both ears, as in ordinary conversation, but excludes all outside and disturbing noise."
It further suggests that this device provides for second party listening and even third party listening if a second
device is attached to the phone. The device could be quickly
detached from the phone and I suspect this statement was in
reference to the phone company's prohibition of this type of
attachment.
The pamphlet further suggests trial use and is seeking agents interested in selling the device.
The advertised
price was $3.00. The device, by the way, works quite well.

~
I
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THE BEll SYSTEM
TOOL CORNER
By John Stallone

B Clamp Wrench
Another amazing tool designed to work with the
versatile Extension poles; AKA Tree pruner handles AKA
Save-A-Climb Sticks. From the looks of this tool it appears
to be nothing more than a big screw. Its sale purpose is to
work with the
specially developed "F" Span
Clamp.
For
those who are
not familiar with
the use of a
Span Clamp the
word "SPAN" is
referring to the
span of cable
between
each
pole. Once the
clamp
is attached
any
where along the
guy
line
or
strand that suspends the cable,
that connection
is referred to as a "Mid-Span" drop.
This clamp is ingenious, it is designed to be placed
from the ground. The "8" Clamp wrench is attached to the
"F" Span clamp by way of screwing it into the nut on the
clamp. You then take your length of drop wire and attach 2
Drop clamps leaving a 6 inch length between each and place
each on the span clamp. The whole set up of the Span
Clamp, Drop wire with clamps and Clamp Wrench is then
placed into the socket end of the
extension pole and raised to desired
location along the span. (Use as
many extension poles as needed)
The "F" Clamp has an open type
mouth on its underside that rests
atop of the strand once it is hooked
in place. You then begin to twist
your extension pole to tighten the
clamp, the mouth slides forward as
the screw tightens and clamps onto
the strand. When it's tight a quick
and sharp reverse twist will disengage the tool's screw head and it
now can be backed out of the span
clamp.
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Now you are probably thinking, "Why go through
all this work? Why not just use a ladder and climb up and
place an "E" Span clamp." Well, the Span Clamp in general
was developed to avoid the drop wire passing in front of
houses or across
other peoples' property, in the past it
was called "Right of
way crossing." Today they are used to
avoid what is called
"Aerial Trespass."
All drop wired shall
be run at right
angles to subscribers homes which
would facilitate the
use of a span clamp.
The primary use for
the "F" Span clamp
is used when a ladder would be hazardous
to climb
such as a location
with rocky uneven terrain, steep grade slopes, heavy trees,
bushes or enclosed rear lots that make it impossible to place
a ladder. The only way to remove this clamp is to either
place a ladder or use a bucket truck. You have to insert a
"C" type screwdriver into the small holes on the nut and
twist to loosen.
My thanks to Jeremy Walters for this great tool!!!
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Mike Spangler had some beautiful phones for display only. One was the
cherry wood STANDARD above. The Milde transmitter has a nice glass
mouthpiece. The phones at the left are also his.
Below left, Bill Compton set up a very colorful display of princess phones,
many with the original boxes.

Don Scott had a nice Western Electric horn
displayed with a good selection of parts.

ATeA FALL SHOW 2002
Walt Aydelotte brought some very rare signs, especially the Local & Long
Distance and the Booth sign.
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You would expect Alan Colburn to have lots of signs on display. He
writes a monthly column on porcelain signs.

The best thing John Huckeby brought were his
grandchildren,
Mackayala
& Jackson. The
Huckebys were plentiful at the show as there
were a total of 10 of them when his Atlanta
relative stopped in.

Herb McCartny came out of the woodwork and brought several Blake
sets along with parts.

Mike Spangler also had several nice signs. There were more porcelain
signs at this show than in past years.

For those who thought Dennis Owens just had
plastic phones and Novus ... check out this
DeVeau Stick!

W
Jim Aita always comes up
with great displays. This
time he went CLEAR! ~
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Norm Mulvey displayed an unusual American
Telephone string phone.
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N.E. Type 500 Desk, factory red
A.E. Type 187 3-Line

(6)Am. El. Model 90 wallphones - (2)black, (2)
yellow, (1) red, (1) It. green - all factory colors.
Excellent condition, $45 ea. or OBO for the lot
(pictured below) 0 Em. El. Model 90
wallphone, black. This unit finished in a textured satin finish, all original components, good
cond., $55 OBO (like pictured below).

Kellogg Type 550 - Wall (1Yellow, 1 Lt. Gray)
Northern Telecomm, Type 554 wallphone,
ivory, with dial, Northern Telecom handset (Gtype), excellent condition, $35 OBO (like
below) 0 Northern Electric Type 554
wallphone, black, ITT G-type handset, N.E.
dial, excellent condition, $35 OBO (pictured
below) 0 Northern Electric Type 500 desk
phones, factory red, good condition - 1 unit has
chrome dial fingerwheel; 2 units have clear
fingerwheels, all with G-type handsets, $35 ea.
(pictured below).

JOHN ARBUTHNOT, No. 843
2582 Labieux Rd.
Nanaimo, BC V9T 3M9
CANADA
Tel: (250) 758-0426
FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)
Automatic Electric Type 187 3-line desk/wall
phone. Comes with handset, used but like new.
Wiring diagram included, all exc. shape, $45
(see photo below) 0 Kellogg Type 550
rallphone, all original, yellow, with matching
.iandset, original Kellogg dial, exclusion key,
near mint cond., $35 (see photo below) 0
Kellogg Type 550 wallphone, all original, light
grey c/w dark grey and black handset, original
Kellogg dial, exclusion key, near mint condition, $35 (like one pictured below)
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American Electric Model 90
JONATHAN D. FINDER, No. 2279
5541 Beverly Place
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
Tel: (412) 361-1888
FOR SALE (plus Shipping)
Handset cords: pink hardwired handset cords,
new, 4/$10; Modular - pink, cherry, red, yellow,
light blue, slate blue, dark/teal blue, black,
white,
orange,
brown,
moss
green,
seafoam/mint green at $2 ea. - all in 25 foot
length.

SEE YOU IN
ABILENE, KS
APRIL 4 & 5, 2003

554's - N.E. & Northern Telecomm

SPRING
SHOW
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---------~lADVERTISEMENTS I~---------RON CHRISTIANSON, No. 822
P.O. Box 43
Cave Junction, OR 97523
Tel: (541) 592-4123
E-mail: ron@museumphones.com
www.museumphones.comregardlessofcolor.try
FOR SALE
Bell System "Electronic Secretary", first version, big, heavy, exc. condo Best offer takes
it 0 Booklet Hot To Find Antique
Telephones, $10 plus shipping 0 Stromberg
Carlson 1443, black, nice, $15 plus shipping.
·AL ILEKIS
204 Lawton Rd.
Riverside, IL 60606
Tel: (708)? 442-8676
E-mail: ailekis@ilekis.com
FOR SALE
No. 2 dial with slot in porcelain, $85 0
Original, like-new 5-cent courtesy coin box for
cis, no key, $130 0 (30) Different cathedral
and plain front oak single boxes - tell me your
interests.
WANTED
Early French telephones or parts 0 Early
potbelly or tapered shaft telephones or parts.
KNOX LEE
630 Shadow brook Dr.
Columbia, SC 29210
Tel: (803)? 772-6593
E-mail: klee5@sc.rr.com
WANTED
Cranks for ringer boxes and wallphones. Mostly Sumter and Western Electric, but I will take
anything (in good shape) and have it re-tooled
to fit my needs.
ERIC HARDING, No. 3490
Tel: (506) 632-8895
E-mail: eharding@nbnet.nb.ca
WANTED
Automatic Electric SUNBURST dial.
JOHN CLEARY
Tel: (314) 822-7276
E-mail: John$CaroIC@Earthlink.Net
WANTED
Rebuilding Eiffel Tower Desk Set and need the
following parts: Ericsson handset (1894, 1898,
or 1909); Braided gr:een cords; Crank handle;
Circular connecting block.

DAVID D. MARTIN, No. 278
6016 Sheaff Lane
Ft. Washington, P A 19034
Tel: (215) 628-9490
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Winnie the Pooh American Telecommunications Corp., working, with a brown handset and
a replaced butterfly, $175 0 Red, white and
blue dial candlestick phone without the
receiver, and with a broken blue transmitter
cup. Everything else is good for parts, $40 0
White porcelain battery Edison Lelande, larger
than a telephone jar, $95.
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A Letter to A.T.C.A. Members.
Auto parts stores and hobby shops have all
kinds of plastic polishes, but if you want a realIy high gloss on your plastic housing telephone,
..Brasso '". That's right,
Brasso, the metal polish! This stuff works
great on plastic housing phones. Simply rub
it in - let dry - and buff off. The shine is amazing and it lasts. If your phone has some paint
splatter on it, put a dab of "Brasso" on it, wait
a few minutes, and you can pick off the paint
drops with your fingernail.
John Zacha~ #3084
FRANK HAGENBUCH, No. 2920
1045 Bonair Dr.
Williamsport, PA 17701
Tel: (570) 326-0932
E-mail: rhagenbuch@suscom.net
WANTED
Western Electric vacuum tubes, tube audio
amplifiers, loudspeakers ("loud speaking
telephones"), and microphones. Also interested
in amplifiers made by Langevin and McIntosh.
BILL MERRIAM
1868 Baxter Way
Upland, CA 91784
Tel: (909) 985-4748
FOR SALE
Super Find - Original NOS N.E. 144 insulation piercing telephone spade tips in original
packing of 100 ea....
Radio Shack sells a
lesster quality tip, #64-3070A at 24 pieces for
$1.50 plus tax ... these 144s at a special price
of $7.50 per package (100) (min. purchase), includes postage 0 Wagon Call Polic Signal by
Harrington-Seaberg, circa late 20's - early 30's
(best guess), totally restored, light lights &
answer only & rings, has keys, $850 OBO plus
postage 0 Awesome collection of 8Y,x11
movie stills, all with the telephone in some form
- mostly vintage shots - call for details. Priced
to sell 0 To the best of my knowledge this
is the only collection of its size to exist. I have
been collecting (like with the stills) sheet music.
Each one has either a picture of a phone or the
word phone in the title. Example: 1918 Irving
Berlin sung by Al Jolson "Hello Central Give
Me No Man's Land". There are over 300 pieces,
most dating from the early 1900s to the 50s.
Please call for details.

JOHN FUNK, No. 990
Tel: (904) 282-4488
FOR SALE
555 PBX - Dial Office P267515 (4-55).Contact
Nancy M. Wilkes, 7649 S. Yellow Pine Circle,
Glen St. Mary, FL 32040, Tel. 904-653-1740.

LAURA SEPLINSKI, No. 500
295 126th Ave.
Wayland, MI 49348-9411
Tel: (269) 792-2913
FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)
American Telephone Practice by Kemper
Miller, 3rd Edition, 1900, $30 0 American
Telephone Practice by Kemper Miller, 4th Edition, 1905, $30 0 Service and Equipment
Manual - N.J. Bell Telephone Company,
1930-1939, $25 0 K-500 Handbook Installatiomn Maintenance, by Kellogg, and
Switchboard,
$20 0 You and Your
Telephone, 1982, $20 0 Old Time Telephone
by Ralph Myers, 1995, $20 0 Telephone
Repairs, illustrated by Bigalow, 1993, $15 0
Comdial Wiring Diagrams (Dec. 1983),$10 0
Electricity for the Telephone Man, by Mich.
Bell - 8-1956, $20 0 Basic Telephone Switching System, 1979, $15 0 Notebook of
Diagrams for All Phones, $20.
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JOH
NOVACK, No. 3012
192 A s ht on D r.
Fallin W
WV
9
g aters,
2541
el: (304) 274-9079
E-mail: novack@erols.com
FOR SALE

CD containing scans in PDF format of AT&T
Handbook "Specifications" from the 1920s and
1930s, cover: Adjustment of Station Apparatus; Station Wiring Plans; Maintenance of
A.E. Company Dials at Stations; Subset and
P.B.X.
Protector
Installation;
Public
Telephone Signs; Dial and Manual Common
Battery Stations;' Machine Switching Stations; and much more. Acrobat Reader included on CD for PC or MAC 0 (2) CD set of
scans of Bell System Practices from the
20s&30s in PDF format. Acrobat Reader ineluded on CD for MAC or PC. C-Series titles
include: Building Entrances; Wire and Cable
Placement; Common Battery Sidetone Stations; Common Battery Anti-Sidetone Stations; 2 and 4-Type Dials; jacks and Plugs; Station Number Cards; Dial and Manual Stations;
Magneto Stations; Desk Stands and Handset
Mountings A through E; and much more, (2)
CD set, $30 0 Collectors CD Volume One
still available. Scans in PDF format of: 1925
Stromberg Carlson Catalog; 1930's Western
Electric Railway Catalog; Samson Catalog;
Panel switching traning book; Edwards Intercom Catalog 1927; Bell Canada Switchboard
instruction manual; Bell System 507B Cordless
Switchboard User Guide; Stromberg Carlson
Catalog Bulletins from the 20s. Acrobat
Reader included on the CD for PC or MAC,
'15 0 Postage on any number of CD's is $2.
Postal Money Order, member's Personal Check
or Paypal to: novack@erols.com.
MIKE DAVIS, No. 2022
30 Ring Lane
Levittown, NY 11756-2623
Tel: (516) 735-9765 (after 5 p.m. please)
E-mail: mvtel@optonline.net
www.geocities.com/mikesvi ntangetelephone
WANTED
WE 35A dial mount. This is a dial mount that
is used to angle a dial to one side of the other.
It's not a switchboard mount 0 WE HI
dial 0 Am. Beiliongpole 0 Green and blue
302s 0 Old payphones and parts 0 Gray
50A payphone 0 Gray and W.E. 5-cent coin
collectors
0 W. E. touch tone
3-slot
payphones 0 Lead chutes from early W.E.
and Gray pay phones 0 Model no. p,late that
mounts on the top of a Gray payphone.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
WE'beige 701 Princess phone, still connected
to the original ringer, $40 0 Bakelite WE G
handset, $10 0 Bell Sys. early princess phone
key chains, set of all 5 colors, NOS, $10 +$1
for postage. No need to call, I still have
plenty 0 Bell Sys. marked large green
flashlight or lantern that holds 2 large
telephone batteries, has 2 large lenses and
multi-position switch, $30 0 Old box with '21
Bell on it (contains ribbon), marked "inked ribon", $5 0 Coin boxes with lids for
payphones, They are functional and in good
condo Short ones for 3-slots are $25 ea. and tall
ones for single slots, $15 ea.
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ROLF K. TAYLOR, No. 3416
14124 Superior Rd., Suite 302
East Cleveland, OH 44118-1197
Tel: (216) 397-7697 (eves and weekends
before 10 PM EST)
FAX: (216) 397-0321
E-mail: rktaylor@concentric.net
FOR SALE
It is my pleasure to announce the reprinting
of Lawrence Wolff's Desk Telephones of the
Bell System: The Years 1875 to 1955, 2nd
Edition.
As many of you are aware, the numerous
photographs of the telephones, including closeups of details, combined with many BSPs, wiring diagrams, and other material courtesy of
the AT&T archives, along with lucid writing,
have made this book the standard reference
book on the material covered.
That pretty much covers it. If you have not
seen this book, you've probably heard of it.
The second edition added a chapter on Coin
Telephones that was not in the first edition.
This will be the second printing of the Second
Edition. This is a softcover book, 8.5xll",
180+ pages. Printed using Docutech book on
demand technology and tape bound. Print
quality is very good, though not *quite* as
good as the first printing. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
I wish to thank Larry Wolff for permission
to reprint this work and Gary Goff for his help
in getting this reprint off the ground.
I am offering a special pre-publication deal
as follows:
Price $35.00 including Priority Mail shipping
to the 50 states of the USA. Larry and I will
be donating $3 to ATCA and $3 to TCI per
book.
I must have your paid order before September
16th to qualify for the pre-publication offer.
After that time the cost will be $35.00 plus
$4.00 shipping and handling.
Sorry, I do not offer UPS, Media Mail or other
shipping methods other than Priority Mail.
Sorry, I cannot accept International Orders.
I will make an announcement once I have arranged with a retailer who can accept international orders.
All pre-publicatiort buyers will have their books
shipped before the end of September.
I will accept personal checks from current
members of the ATCA or TCI clubs. I also accept Paypal (no surcharge) and Money Orders.
No cash please. Checks should be payable to
"Rolf K. Taylor".
If paying via Pay Pal (see above address) please
email me the form shortly *after* submitting
the PayPal payment. Please submit orders promptly. The books will be shipped in the order
in which I received the order.
I will be at the Erianger/Cincinnati show
most of the day on Saturday and will have a
proof of the book with me. I may even have
final copies - if you wish to pick up your prepaid order there please check with me the week
before the show.
ANDREW CHUPELA, No. 3212
33 Sine Rd.
Edison, NJ 08817
Tel: (732) 321-1943
E-mail: amvtchup@aol.com
WANTED
Ball transmitter mount for a Stromberg
Carlson
Oilcan 0 American
Electric
Keystone candlestick telephones.

FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)
Repro switchhook for Western Electric H10,
nickel, $100 ~ Scissor gate with repro wall
mount, $60 0 Green cloth Western Electric
receiver cord, tag labeled 132093, $35 0
Western Electric watchcase receiver, marked
528, $20 0 Western Electric watchcase
receiver, marked 11 A, $15.
DERWOOD NOVAK, No. 115
Tel: (734) 439-2240
E-mail: drn147@aol.com
FOR SALE OR BEST OFFER
The following items came from the Centerville,
MI Electrical Museum auction sale in 1971.
Very good condition. Williams El. 3-jub walnut
milkbottle
rec., $650 0 American El.
swingaway 2-box, oak, $600 0 American El.
2-box, walnut, $650 0 Chicago glass front
2-box, oak, $600 0 Chicago 3-box, oak,
$1000 0 Tandem early narrow oak chain
drive mag., unusual arm & mount, $1000 0
Hunnings 2-box, walnut, early, $1000 0
Large round string phone w/bracket and bell,
$500 0 8" round string phone w/bracket and
bell, $500 0 12" square tin st4ring phone,
most paint gone, $400 0 Gray paystation H11
with plated WE candlestick H20-B, $650 0
Gray paystation with kellogg cis, $600 0
Repro Camera Box phone, $400 0 Hush-APhone attachment, $400 0 Butternut Bread
index attachment for candlestick, $160 0
Large wooden rec. OST, early, $400 0 S-C
2-box, walnut, w/1898 metal tag triplet, $400.
TONY MALATIA, No. 3737
7318 S. South Shore Drive
Chicago, IL 60649
Tel: (312) 832-3312 (W)
(773) 768-0523 (H)
E-mail: tmalatia@wbez.org
WANTED
Marked with raised lettering, nickel transmitter housing (face and back) for StrombergCarlson candlestick 0 Flat springs for switchhook assembly for WE 102 (across from the
swith pile-up side) 0 Clear fingerwheel and
mounting hardware for WE 5-J dial (will also
buy 5-J if needed to get the wheel and
hardware.)
WALLY MANUEL
Tel: (337) 993-9467
E-mail: Jenandwally@peoplepc.com
WANTED
Odd bell sets as in Tea, Sleigh, or glass. I
already have a set of wooden and cow bells 0
An original AE marked receiver to use on a
Strowger wallphone 0 Original Strowger
wallphone bells and finger nuts for same unit.
BOB CLARK, No. 692
Tel: (508) 996-8357
E-mail: Anteltruck@aol.com
WANTED
139A backboard for the horizontal mounting
of 100 and 200 series payphones 0 Any pictures of Studebaker Installation and Repair
Trucks C Old New England Telephone and
Telegraph Safety Posters that went on the rear
doors of telephone trucks in the 40s through
late 50s.
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MITCH SOROKA, No. 662
5 Orient Way
No. Caldwell, NJ 07006
Tel: (973) 746-4493 (before 8 PM EST)
(973) 226-6261 (after 8 PM EST)
FAX: (973) 746-1440
E-mail: MITCHSS@aol.com
FOR SALE
GRAY PAYSTATION Catalog of 1912 on CDROM - contains 100 pages. This amazing
catalog with Y2 being pies of all the paystations
and info and descriptions of each. Includes
Silver Dollar Paystations, Tandems 3-Slots,
#50A, #150, #7, #11, #14, #23-D, Wanamakers,
etc. - too many to list, $30 ppd. 0 JULIUS
ANDRAE Catalogs (4) on CD-ROM with lots
of pies and info including tapershaft & potbelly candlestick phones, tandems, wallphones,
receivers, parts, etc., $18 ppd. 0 WESTERN
ELECTRIC Catalogs on CD-ROM. "The Best
Of' early Western Electric Catalogs on CD. Includes over 250 pages of pies and info selected
from catalogs #1,2,3,5, and also 1912 catalog
bulletins. Loaded with fantastic pies and info
on 2-Boxer Wallphones, Cathedral Top Picture
Frame
Front
WALL
PHONES.
CANDLESTICK phones, from 1904 models on
up, which shows most all model numbers and
their configurations and showing what cords,
receivers and transmitters were used on each
model; Dial Candlestick phones with model
nos., dials and dial parts views, wallphones,
railway phones, mine phones, scissor phones,
coin collectors, payphones, phone booths, tools,
TRANSMITTERS and what phones they are
used on, RECEIVERS and what phones theyt
were used on, cords, switchboards, parts, test
sets, ringers, testing apparatus, magnetos, terminals, calculagraphs, subsets, ringer boxes,
extension bell boxes, different shaped BELLS,
switch hooks, pies showing candlestick phone
cross sections and parts views, etc. Extremely high quality and high resolution scans. Printable high quality files - $30 ppd. 0
EUREKA Catalog on CD-ROM from turn of
the century, $22 ppd. 0 STROWGER
11-DIGIT POTBELLY CANDLESTICK and
WALLPHONES, rare photograph shows
dozens in workshop photo ca. 1909 - photo
quality copies that are 8"xlO" for $12 ppd. 0
Professional photographic copy of an original
Western Electric photograph titled: "Important Developments in Bell System Desk
Telephones 1879-1923". This is the photo
shown on page 53 in Ron's book. It starts with
the1879 Blake candlestick and ends with 1923
manual candlestick, according to this the dial
candlestick was 1920. Size is 81f2x11 - $10
ppd. 0 Pro copy of 1883 CHARLES
WILLIAMS Switchboard from Bangor, Maine
showing LONG POLE receivers and marked
BLAKE transmitters,
Williams subsets,
8x10 0 KELLOGG Bulletin #1 catalog on
CD-ROM.
Includes
1901
steerhorn
candlestick 0 Early Telephone Company
Catalogs on CD-ROM and paper copies. Many
different from 1800's to 1930. Contact me with
wants & prices 0 CD-ROM containing all 3
years of the TCI newsletter column "The Attachment Corner". Contains all the articles and
almost 1000 photos of the attachments, boxes,
instructions, and phones. Photos in color and
b&w with many full sized that weren't used in
the articles. $30 ppd.
WANTED
Will pay well or tradewell for: WILLIAMSABBOTT candlestick phone 0 Wonderphone
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transmitter
LI Tapered Sha.ft, Fluted Shaft,
and
P?tbelly.
Candlesticks.
unusual
candlestl~ks and p~rts 0 Attachm.ents such
as celluloid transmitter and mouthpiece snapons, hanging indexes, muta-phones, pencil
holders, mufflers, sanitizers, receiver holders,
etc. 0 Glass, porcelain and colored bakelite
and odd mouthpieces, adapters and boxes 0
Eastern Telephone Co. transmitter
0 Phone
Co. catalogs [J Baseplate cover for Kellogg
1901 candlestick
and Commercial/VoteB.urger 0 Red Cross mouthpiece, glass
pa4rt 0 Hide-a-phones [I Marked WE long
pole cap.

STAN SWIHART
Box 2818
Dublin, CA 94568
Tel: (925) 829-2728
E-mail: stanswi@earthlink.net
HELP HELP
Issues 3 and 4 of Telecom History were printed
in December 2001, and were mailed to
subscribers after the holidays during January
2002. Weveryone who paid for their magazines
should have received their copies long ago, early in 2002. If you are a paid subscriber and have
not received your copies, please e-mail or write
to me at the address listed above. Your copies
are being held for you and will be sent out as
soon as we have your current address.
Always provide not only the address for
delivery, but also include phone numbers your OWN phone number, not some business
office where you work - and your e-mail address. We NEVER give out any personal data
- this information will be locked in our files.
But in many cases, undeliverable issues
became deliverable by using this data.
Issues 5 and 6 will be ready for publication
shortly. You will be notified shortly before the
magazines go to the printer. There will be a
special pre-publication price. When you get the
notice, send your renewals promptly. The
magazines will be more expensive after
publication.
KEITH KRONEBERGER,
1772 S. Valentine Way
Lakewood, CO 80228
Tel: )303) 985-1234

No. 55

FOR SALE
(2) Western Electric dial stick phones, $275
ea. 0 Julius Andrea CTPFF drop shelf oak
wallphone. Nameplate and faceplate marked,
$250 0 (2) Western Electric dial 302 phones
each with F1 plastic handset, $40 ea. I.J (3)
Western Electric dial 302 phones each with F1
steel handset, $55 ea.
MARK LEPIRE, No. 2864
39 Colonial Way
West Barnstable, MA 02668
Tel: (508) 362-9438
FOR SALE
(2) 534 metal subsets for parts, $40 LI NetNynex 18x18 payphone sign, $5 LI NOS Bell
Atlaantic sign, 11xll, $30 LI StrombergCarlson metal desk set, marked 8/48, $30 U
WE black 500 speakerphone set-up w/power
supply, 500 set 760a, 666b, all dated 1965-69,
$100 0 Bag of used male and female 4-prong

jacks, $20 [I AT&T orange rotary testsets
w/good cords, $15-$20 U (4) WE unmarked
backcups, $20 for all LJ (3)WE 635A bulldog
transmitters, $15 for all 0 WE 6E-3-6-6P
testman's desk dial w/34D holder, $30 0 WE.
501-u partyline set w/mushroom light, nightlight, switch, male + female 4-prong jack and
transformer, dated 9/59, black, $90.
DOUG ROSE, No. 3176
41 Mayo Street
Framingham, MA 01701
E-mail: dougrose9477@aol.com
WANTED
Mounting hardware for WE C-1 Spaces aver.
This is the old unit with the E-1 handset.
MARK REDMOND, No. 875
Tel: (800) 726 4464 (in U.S.A.)
(215) 482-4464 (from outside the U.S.)
E-mail: curhistpub@aol.com
WANTED
Couch Autophone stick #990 and wallset #991
(the round one) 0 Selecto-phone stick and
wallset 0 Land L signs [] I have Farr top
box for two-box phone. I need a backboard and
bottom box. Might trade it for something 0
Any info on the Citizen Mutual Telephone and
Telegraph Co. L.II had a great time in Atlanta
- hope to see you next year if my wife lets me
come.
PAUL WILTFONG, No. 1793
23709 W. 95th
Lenexa, KS 66227
E-mail: IBuy@oldtelephone.com
www.oldtelephone.com
WANTED
AE mini-networks - the ones with the plug-in
type connectors 0 Anyone have any old
repro parts? I need cranks, brass or black?
FOR SALE (plus Shipping)
Cord retainers, original AMP J-hook, AE loop
and T-type, $1 ea. 0 AE dial candlestick base
covers with new rubber, $20 ea. D AE
candlestick terminal strip (no spacer), $12 ea.
KNOX LEE
630 Shadow brook Dr.
Columbia, SC 29210
Tel: (803) 772-6593
WANTED
Does anyone have any curled plastic that could
be wrapped around a receiver's cord? I'm tol
it was sometimes referred to as Kurley Kord.
Also used on bicycle cables. It was supposed
to help keep the receiver cord untangled but
more often added to that problem.
LESTER BURGESS
8708 High St.
Barker, NY 14012
Tel: (716) 795-9373 (evenings)
(716) 689-2200 (days)
WANTED
Keystone porcelain dial center
LI B 1
payphone
card
holder
[I
Centur
faceplate U Chicago 'Phones Satisfy' rec
cap LI Any Keystone Elec. items.
FOR SALE
202s w/Fls, $125 Ll302s, $75 LI Stromberg
Carlson 1905 Catalog, $110.

Please Send All Ads To: ATCA, P.O. Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362
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